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ABSTRACT | In this review, the particular importance and
associated opportunities of additively manufactured radiofrequency (RF) components and modules for Internet of Things
(IoT) and millimeter-wave ubiquitous sensing applications is
thoroughly discussed. First, the current advances and capabilities of
additive manufacturing (AM) tools are presented. Then, completely
printed chipless radio-frequency identification (RFID) systems,
and their current capabilities and limitations are reported. The
focus is then shifted toward more complex backscattering energy
autonomous RF structures. For each of the essential components
of these structures, that encompass energy harvesting and storage,
backscattering front ends, passive components, interconnects,
packaging, shape-chaging (4-D printed) topologies and sensing
elements, current trends are described and representative stateof-the-art examples reported. Finally, the results of this analysis
are used to argue for the unique appeal of AM RF components and
systems toward empowering a technological revolution of costefficient dense and ubiquitous IoT implementations.
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I. I N T RODUC T ION
The exponential growth in wireless and mobile communication technologies in the last decade has resulted in the integration of one or more communication modules in almost
every object around us ranging from our cars, personal computers to inventory tracking systems for industry automation. This has motivated academia and industry to conduct
a wide range of research and development to realize applications such as 5G, the Internet-of-things (IoT) and smart
skins (SS) that interconnect different objects with sensing
and processing capabilities which can communicate with
each other at ultrahigh speeds without human interaction.
A ubiquitous adoption of such systems requires rapid prototyping techniques that are low cost, flexible, environmen-
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tally friendly and can be easily scaled to large numbers. However, current lithography-based (subtractive) manufacturing
technologies are expensive, produce harmful byproducts,
and require longer prototype fabrication time, making them
unsuitable to meet the demands of rapidly growing radiofrequency (RF) electronics and communication industry.
That is why additive manufacturing technologies (AMTs)
such as inkjet and 3-D printing have attracted notable
attention in the past years especially in the field of flexible
electronics due to their lower setup cost, high repeatability,
wide scalability, and environmental benignity as compared
to the traditional subtractive processes such as milling and
lithography [1]–[3]. Moreover, the typical feature size of
1–20 μm and 10–50 μm can be achieved using inkjet-printing
technology and 3-D-printing technology, respectively, making them ideal for realization of RF and millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) applications such as IoT and SS.
AMTs involve the direct deposition of different materials
in layer-by-layer fashion to form complex 3-D objects without
wasting much or any material [4]–[6]. The two most prevalent
AMTs used today are inkjet printing and 3-D printing. One of
the key advantages of inkjet printing is the capability of direct
deposition of a wide range of materials such as conductive,
dielectric, and semiconductor inks on a variety of substrates
including paper, glass, semiconductor wafers, and polymers
[7]–[13]. Moreover, inkjet-printing technology can be used
to easily realize a multilayer structure by depositing different
types of inks for each layer. However, 3-D-printing technologies focus on the ability to print free-form 3-D objects, which
conventional subtractive manufacturing tools cannot create,
such as interior cavities and meshes that allow variations of
dielectric constants both with and without support materials.
Three-dimensional printing generally prints either dielectrics
or conductors in a single printing process and seldom both
in situ. Nevertheless, this AMT is expected to expand in the
direction of simultaneous multimaterial printing.
Recent advances in additive manufacturing (AM) are very
promising for the birth of fully printed low-cost RF nodes and
motes for the IoT, including their possible integration into
future fifth-generation (5G) networks. Furthermore, such
progress is being achieved concurrently for two similar but
very distinct radio-frequency identification (RFID)-based
approaches that either include or not (chipless) the use of
active electronics. After briefly describing the current state of
the art in AM tools in Section II, the minimalist but quickly
maturing approach of fully printed chipless RFIDs is described,
and its current progress is reported in Section III. Then, focus is
shifted to the more complex 3-D/inkjet-printed RF structures,
such as backscattering energy-autonomous motes and, more
specifically, to the current reports of efforts whose results are
representative of a promising trend leading toward the birth of
such fully additively manufactured RF systems. These essential
RF components and elements include self-powering architectures, sensors and RF components, and modules in Systemon-Package (SoP) implementations using AMTs. Section IV

discusses different practical methods to allow wireless devices
and sensors to be self-powered using ambient energy sources
such as solar, RF, vibration, and heat. Section V shows key printed
RF components used in mm-wave nodes that include fully inkjetprinted high-Q passive structures, multilayer flexible RF components along with techniques to realize on-package 2-D and 3-D
fully printed RF interconnects along with state-of-the-art SoP
solutions using AMT, which will constitute the backbone of the
nodes’ circuitry. Next, Section V-E presents the recent advances
in novel inkjet-printed flexible sensors that enable the wireless
nodes to detect changes in its environment and generate a corresponding response. Finally, Section VI concludes.

II. I N K J ET PR I N T I NG T EC H NOLO GI E S
One of the key advantages of the traditional lithography-based
(subtractive) processes is their ability to fabricate structures
with extremely high resolution. Even though these manufacturing techniques continue to push the limits of Moore’s law to
realize smaller and faster devices, they are proving to be insufficient to meet the demands of future technologies due to their
inability to fabricate rapid, low-cost, environment friendly flexible prototypes. For example, a traditional foundry uses different types of tools for sputtering, spin coating, masking to fabricate a single device, however, inkjet printing requires only a
single printing tool to realize a design. This results in significant
reduction in cost and lead time to fabricate a prototype. That
is why AMTs such as inkjet printing have emerged as one of
the key manufacturing techniques that are driving electronics
and communication industries to realize the future generation
of high-speed, low-cost, and environmentally friendly IoT, SS,
and 5G nodes that can be rapidly fabricated and easily scaled
to large numbers. Moreover, current piezoelectric-based inkjet
printers can achieve feature size of 20 μ m, which makes them
ideal for RF integrated modules up to the mm-wave frequency
range, especially in SoP implementations, which integrate multiple RF components by directly printing on the silicon substrate and package, thereby eliminating the need for external
connections, effectively and drastically reducing the size, and
increasing the efficiency of the overall device. Lower feature
sizes (< 1 μm) can be achieved with electrohydrodynamicbased inkjet-printing systems, both experimental and commercial, however piezoelectric-based technology is of specific
interest for the purpose of integration with existing large-scale
tooling technology of the same piezoelectric mechanism [14].
A typical inkjet printer consists of one or more inkjet-printer
heads that disposes the ink onto the substrate placed on top of a
movable platform as shown in Fig. 1. The movement of the inkjetprinter head and the platform can be electrically controlled by a
computer. Each inkjet-printer head houses an ink cartridge to
store the ink and consists of an array of nozzles with individual
piezoelectric elements. The ink goes from the cartridge into the
nozzle via capillary effect and is dispensed in the form of droplets onto the target substrate in a Drop on Demand fashion, i.e.,
one or more nozzles are triggered by applying a voltage across
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a typical inkjet printer head (image from
http://www.dp3project.org/technologies/digital-printing/inkjet).

the respective piezoelectric element to release droplets of ink
according to the desired pattern. The volume of each droplet can
vary from 1 to 10 pL depending on the type of cartridge.
Inks mainly comprise dielectric, conductive, or other
active materials dispersed in a solvent, however, the choice
of the solvent (e.g., water, ethanol) as well its composition
depends on a number of factors including choice of dispersed
material, target substrate, print head jetting ability, sintering
conditions, etc. This gives inkjet printing a unique advantage
for an in situ rapid fabrication of 3-D low-cost flexible prototypes with high resolution and reliability by directly printing
a wide variety of inks on different types of substrates without any material waste or producing any harmful byproducts,
which makes it extremely environmentally friendly as well.
Apart from the printing, the postprocessing and preprocessing of the inks on a given substrate is very important as well.
Therefore, they have to be optimized to avoid spreading of the
ink, they have to have good adhesion to the substrate or other
printed layers, and they have to ensure good conductivity without breaking or destroying other components already in place.
The optimization includes signal waveform shape for jetting,
cartridge and platen temperature, drop spacing, ink viscosity,
number of layers, sintering temperature, time, etc. For example, a commercially available silver nanoparticle (SNP) ink
with an ethanol solvent requires around five layers of SNP ink
on photopaper with sintering temperature of 120 °C for 1–2 h
in vacuum oven to achieve bulk-level conductivity [9]. On the
other hand, Diamine silver acetate (DSA) is a particle-free
reactive silver ink that can be cured at mild temperatures (60
°C) but requires 10–15 layers of DSA ink to achieve bulk silver
conductivity on photo paper substrates.
Table 1 Processing Parameters of Different Inkjet-Printing Materials
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Table 1 outlines the processing parameters of four commonly used ink materials for inkjet printing, including silver
nanoparticle dispersions, SU-8 polymer, PVP polymer, and
CNT dispersions. The ability to pattern multiple materials
with inkjet printing allows for the realization of multilayer
electronic structures, such as passive components, vias, sensors, and fully printed RF substrates. In order to allow for
efficient multilayer fabrication, several factors must be taken
into consideration. First, pattern alignment must be performed through a fiducial system using alignment marks or
features of the printed patterns. Second, the wettability of ink
materials with printed films must be evaluated. This factor
is typically evaluated through the comparison of the surface
tension of the ink and the surface energy of the host substrate,
either a bulk material or a previously printed pattern. In
order to ensure proper wetting, a difference of 10 mN m −1 is
desired between the surface tension of the ink and the surface
energy of the accepting host [15]. The surface energy of both
bulk substrates and inkjet-printed films is typically modified
through the use of UV ozone and plasma treatments to ensure
the integrity of multilayer structures.

III. C HI PL E S S R F I D CON F IGU R AT IONS
FOR A M TAGS FOR IO T A N D 5G
A PPL IC AT IONS
Recent decades have witnessed the wide adoption of RFID
systems in various industries, such as manufacturing, supplychain management, defense, and healthcare. Nevertheless,
these tags require the use of an RFID integrated circuit (IC),
which primarily determines the cost of each device, because
of its intrinsic market cost as well as its expensive process of
integration with the RFID antenna. In addition to their costs,
these ICs need to be powered, which is achieved by the use of
either a battery or an RF energy-harvesting scheme, which
further increases costs, or imposes limitations on their
real-world applicability (such as range limitations). In
addressing the problems mentioned above, researchers have
proposed various designs on the RFID tags with IC components removed: chipless RFID tags. Identification techniques such as barcode and QR code can be easily realized
through the use of AMTs such as printing, and are thus commonly used in markets where RFIDs could otherwise dominate. However, chipless RFID, which can be fabricated by
inkjet-printing technology [16]–[18], feature a competitive
cost, a real-time encoding capability, a platform for various
add-on applications such as sensing [16], [17] and localization [19], [20], and even a larger range [21]. Chipless RFID
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devices require two essential and basic properties. First,
the chipless RFID tag needs to be detectable from a range
that is compatible with its potential areas of application.
Section III-A will discuss the inherent challenges that limit
the detectability of such structures, and what solutions are
now proposed and implemented in order to tackle them.
Finally, RFID structure needs to be able to encode useful
information, either for sensing or identification purposes,
which can then be extracted from the reading. The different
approaches adopted to provide this capability are show in
Section III-B.

A. The Rise of Long-Range Chipless RFIDs
As their name suggests, chipless RFID configurations
are characterized by their lack of chips (i.e., active components). These should not be mistaken for passive RFIDs,
which, contrary to what their name might suggest, are
made up of numerous active components. The passive
RFID structure and all of its essential components will be
described in detail in the next sections. From a conceptual
perspective, chipless systems are extremely appealing as
possible motes for IoT, SS, and 5G applications. Indeed,
the lack of active components removes the need for any
power supply (including energy harvesting of any sort),
while their minimalist structures allow for these devices to
be extremely low cost and generally compatible with largescale production using AMTs, such as R2R-printing technologies. Many close-range chipless RFID tags have been
reported for applications such as wireless barcodes of the
IoT and chemical [17], [22], displacement [23], temperature [24], and humidity sensors [25]. Furthermore, almost
all of the reported structures are either compatible with
printing technologies, or have been manufactured with
AMTs, including fully printed chipless chemical sensors,
enabled with chemisensitive printed nanomaterial films
(such as CNTs, for instance). Nevertheless, their range
limitation prevents them from being applicable to most of
the potential configurations envisioned for IoT, SS, or even
5G implementations. Recent trends have striven toward
extending the range of chipless RFID systems in order
to provide low-cost solutions for applications with much
more demanding reading range requirements. Very recent
implementations of smart structures and reading schemes,
which will be presented in the following paragraph, are
finally breaking the range limitations.
The fully inkjet-printed structure, shown in Fig. 2, comprises five linear antenna arrays with two isolated ports.
The square patch antennas that constitute the fundamental
radiating elements of the array structure have two degenerate radiating modes, whose radiated fields are cross polarized; each of the two ports of the linear antenna structure
is coupled to only one of the two cross-polarized radiating
modes. By connecting ports of each linear array to the crosspolarized port of their symmetrical (with reference to the

Fig. 2. Inkjet-printed flexible Van Atta reflectarray prototype, next
to a standard ªcredit cardº size RFID tag package [21].

axis of symmetry of the array) counterpart, using lines of
identical electrical lengths (characteristic of the Van Atta
configuration), a cross-polarized response with the expected
reflection properties can be achieved. This can be observed
in the remarkable isotropy of the monostatic radar cross section (RCS) of the electrical large (about 20 λ   2) array structure, shown in Fig. 3.
Indeed, the RCS only changes by 10 dB over an angular
range of 140°. This Van Atta design allows the implementation of all the range-enhancing techniques previously
described. Doing so, a benchmarking range of 30.5 m was
achieved, in the real environment shown in Fig. 4.
This reported range represented more than a tenfold
increase in the range of chipless RFIDs, compared to the
state-of-the-art configurations mentioned earlier. Furthermore, the approach has also been demonstrated as being
compatible with multitag configurations, where several tags
can be differentiated, for the first time, by both their time

Fig. 3. Measured (blue +) and simulated (red solid) monostatic RCS
of the Van Atta reflectarray [21].
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reasonable to expect that chipless RFIDs might become the
first mass implementation of additively manufactured RF
systems and components, in the shape of identification and
sensing nodes of the IoT and 5G networks with unprecedented interrogation ranges.

B. High-Density and Reconfigurable Encoding
Schemes

Fig. 4. Measurement configuration at an interrogation range
of 30.5 m [21].

frequency and time-delay responses, as shown in Fig. 5,
therefore providing an additional degree of freedom for tag/
sensor identification and sensing-information extraction.
Finally, it is worth stressing that this fully inkjet-printed
device was implemented in the Ka band (26.5–40 GHz),
and could therefore operate at the frequencies envisioned
for 5G networks. Coupled with its long range, this opens
up the opportunity for the integration of low-cost chipless
RFID devices into the structure of upcoming 5G cellular
networks.
The field of short-range chipless RFIDs, which are
inherently AMT-compatible, has grown tremendously
during the last decade, provided a detailed picture of the
capabilities of such structures, and demonstrated their
applicability for a range of different practical contexts.
Furthermore, very recent trends have enabled additively
manufactured chipless RFIDs with medium and long
ranges of up to few tens of meters. For these reasons, it is

Fig. 5. Spectrogram of a measurement in a multitag
configuration [21].
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After receiving the incoming electromagnetic wave, the
RFID tags need to encode the transmitting signal either with
amplitude, phase, or frequency, so that the reader can interpret the binary codes that carry the desired information.
Just like the ICs in regular RFIDs, chipless RFIDs usually
need some certain structures to enforce the encoding. The
encoding structure is the key part of chipless RFID operation as it is the foundation of the system working principle
and the tag performance. One of the most commonly used
methods to encode chipless RFID is by embedding multiple
resonators into the tag. The resonant frequencies of these
resonators are separated with a sufficient difference, so that
each resonance works independently and stands for one bit.
In order to represent “1” and “0,” the resonant frequency
of each resonator features an original value and a shifted
value. In fixed-code chipless RFID, this shift is usually performed by shorting the resonator during the fabrication
process. These resonant frequency shifts can be detected in
several different ways depending on the reader setup. First,
the most straightforward method would be identifying the
resonance by frequency spectrum sweep, which requires
a wide bandwidth operation of the reader in general. Second, the resonator usually shows a bandstop or bandpass
feature depending on embedding method so that the signal
amplitude at a specific frequency can be used to identify the
value of that bit. Third, as the resonance is accompanied by
a phase jump, the bit value shows in the phase at a specific
frequency as well.
Multiresonator approach methods feature a relatively
large data capacity, which can be enlarged by simply increasing the number of resonators embedded. For a limited bandwidth of the RFID system, more bits can be integrated into
the tag with a higher Q-factor of the resonator. The size of
the tag is another concern in the choosing of a resonator,
as a compact size would fit more IoT applications. Up to
35-b chipless RFID realized with spiral resonators was
reported [26], [27]. Chipless RFID based on high-Q nested
loop resonators presented in [18] shows a 28.5-b data capacity and a very compact size. Slot resonators were also used
in chipless RFID tags, so that the size of the tag would not
increase with bits [28]. Dual-band resonators were proposed
to double the number of bit per resonator [29]. Besides
multiresonator approaches, many other structures such as
phase delay lines [22], [30] were reported in chipless RFID.
Although most prototypes in aforementioned literature are
fabricated by traditional subjective print circuit board (PCB)
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techniques, most chipless RFIDs have a simple planar geometry, and thus they are compatible with AM techniques such
as inkjet printing.
A proof-of-concept prototype of a first-of-its-kind
fully inkjet-printed chipless RFID encoding module
enabling real-time encoding and fluid sensing [16] is
shown in Fig. 6. The key to enable the real-time encoding mechanism is to toggle the binary codes by shifting
the resonant frequency of the resonators on the fly. By
embedding an inkjet-printed or 3-D-printed microfluidic
channel between two adjacent turns of the spiral resonators, the resonant frequencies of the spiral resonators can
be shifted by filling or unfilling liquid to the channel. The
resonance shifts due to the relative permittivity change
from 1 for air to 73 for water [31] inside a gap or a “capacitor,” which is widely used in microfluidics-based tunable
electronics. A detailed explanation of this mechanism can
be found in Section V-E. The code can be toggled between
“0” and “1” on the fly for time-varying information while
using less than 0.5 μ L of water per bit. The encoding capability of this real-time encodable chipless RFID module

Table 2 ªCodeº Frequencies for Every Bit and Minimal Attenuation
Difference Between `1' and `0' at ªCodeº Frequencies

is shown in Fig. 6(b), where the magnitude values of S21
were measured under all eight codes of configuration for
a 3-b code. Here we define “0” and “1” frequency as the
resonant frequency of air- and water-filled microfluidic
channel, respectively. Given these definitions, the magnitude variance at “0” and “1” frequencies for different
code configurations are listed in Table 2, as a summary of
the performance of the multiresonator encoding module.
Overall, an insertion loss difference of at least 8.4 dB at
“0” frequencies was observed, allowing a reader to easily
differentiate the bit values. The proposed chipless RFID
module maintains a stable performance during bending
as shown in Fig. 6(b) and can be bent to radii as low as
12 mm, which shows an excellent flexibility and a great
potential in wearable and conformal applications. This
encode module also facilitates sensing of various fluids
such as identifying different water–glycerol mixtures,
since microfluidics sensors are already integrated in
the module. This encodable chipless RFID module can
be used in various application spaces including healthcare monitoring, food quality sensing, and RFID for time-
varying information.

I V. E N ERGY SOU RC E S FOR SEL FSUSTA I NA BL E AU T ONOMOUS S YST E MS

Fig. 6. (a) Photo of an all-inkjet-printed microfluidics-based
encoding module of chipless RFID with an inkjet printer in the
background. (b) Simulated and measured insertion loss values of
the prototype for code ª000º and ª111º configurations in flat or
bent for a 30-mm radius [16].

Energy is a remarkable aspect for the autonomous operation of any ubiquitous system. Conventional autonomous
devices rely heavily on primary batteries, which can power
the device only for a certain amount of time. The batteries have to be replaced once the sensor devices use up
stored energy in their batteries which increases the cost
significantly as the number of sensor devices in the system
increases. To avoid this maintenance cost issue and achieve
completely self-sustainable low-cost ubiquitous systems
for IoT and smart cities, ambient energy-harvesting technology has attracted a lot of interest of research community. Energy-harvesting technologies harness energy from
ambient power sources, such as solar, heat, vibration,
and 
electromagnetic waves using transducers, and the
harvested energy is stored in energy storage components
such as rechargeable batteries and capacitors. The stored
ambient energy can maintain the operation of a system by
adjusting the duty cycle of the device.
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A. Additive Manufacturing for Ambient Energy
Transducers
AMT such as inkjet printing, 3-D printing, and screen
printing have proven to be a very efficient solution for lowcost RF circuit patterning associated with a high 2-D/3-D resolution and a variety in printable materials. In addition, the
wide variety of printable materials allows us to create both the
transducers and the energy storage components for ambient
harvesting from a variety of energy sources, especially solar
and RF energy.
1) Solar: Solar power is one of the most commonly
used harvesting sources featuring high power levels.
It has high power density of 100 mW cm −2 during
daytime and 100 μW cm −2in indoor environments
with a maximum conversion efficiency of more than
45% [32]. The conversion efficiency heavily depends
on the materials used for the solar cells. Commonly
used materials for low-cost printable solar cells are
inorganic perovskite-based inks [33] and organic
polymer-based inks [34], with yields of 10.1% and
4.1% of conversion efficiency, respectively. The conversion efficiency of printed solar cells is relatively
low compared to silicon-based solar cells, but the
solar cells can operate in a hybrid mode in conjunction with other types of energy source to virtually
increase the available power per area [35], [36].
2) Electromagnetic Waves: Compared to other
ambient energy sources, ambient RF energy has
a relatively low power density of 2 nW cm −2 to
1 μW cm −2 in the far field of RF energy source.
However, more RF energy can be collected utilizing high-gain antennas. Also, the power density can
reach up to 10 mW cm −2 in the near field of an RF
energy source. The near-field RF energy-harvester
circuit depicted in Fig. 7 is fabricated utilizing the
inkjet-printing masking technique [37]. The conversion efficiency heavily depends on the available
power level, and it can reach to about 90% for input
power levels above 100 mW. On the other hand, the
efficiency decreases less than 30% when the input
power is less than 10 mW, which is a typical value in
the far field [37], [38]. Regardless of the low energy
density, RF energy harvesting is attractive because
of its availability and the small form factor of transducers. In addition to these advantages, RF energy
harvesters are well compatible with AMT, especially
inkjet printing. For RF energy harvesting, a special
type of antenna called “rectenna,” or rectification
antenna, is commonly used. Typically, the rectenna
is composed of an antenna, a matching circuit, and
a diode. Specifically, a Schottky diode is commonly
used because of its fast switching speed and low
threshold voltage. With the development of inkjetprinting technology, passive components in the
rectenna, such as capacitors and inductors, c ircuit
708 Proceedings of the IEEE | Vol. 105, No. 4, April 2017

Fig. 7. (a) Open voltage measurement of near-field harvester with
an on-bottle setup. (b) Operation verification of the near-field
harvester on the hand.

traces including antennas, and even substrates
can be created utilizing printing technology [2],
[39]–[41]. Recently, Sani et al. have reported that
the diodes for RF rectification can be fabricated
with a combination of printing technologies [42].

B. Additive Manufacturing for Energy Storage
Devices in Autonomous RF Systems
Once each transducer converts the ambient energy into
electric energy, it is stored in energy storage d evices, such
as a battery and a capacitor. They can be classified into
three types depending on the operation principle: dielectric
capacitors, electrochemical capacitors (electric double layer
capacitors and pseudocapacitors), and batteries. Each device
has different area-specific capacitance and discharge speed,
which determines the maximum power.
1)	Dielectric Capacitors: Dielectric capacitors are well
know as parallel plate capacitors, which are composed of two metal plates separated by dielectric
materials. In the presence of an electric field, charges
are directly stored on the plates as free electrons.
The amount of charge is determined by the size ( A )
and separation distance (d )of the electrodes and
the dielectric constant of the material between two
electrodes. Since this type of capacitors does not
require any chemical reaction in the charge and discharge process, they have the highest power density
among the three energy storage devices, although the
area-specific capacitance (ϵ0 ϵr /d) would be less than
0.02 Fm −2even with very high dielectric constant
materials (ϵr = 2000) for d = 1μm. Cook et al. have
reported dielectric capacitors fabricated only using
inkjet-printing technology which can support the
operation up to RF range [40].
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2)	
Electrochemical Capacitor: Electrochemical capacitors store charges on the surface/subsurface rather
than in a bulk material as in batteries. Depending on
charge storage mechanism, electrochemical capacitors are classified into electric double-layer capacitors
(EDLCs) and psuedocapacitors. EDLCs store charges
due to accumulation of ions on the surface without
involving conventional dielectric materials. EDLCs
do not have any chemical reaction, so the power density is as high as dielectric capacitors, and the areaspecific capacitance would be 0.1 F m −2 with ϵr = 10
and d =1 nm because of the extremely small separation distance. In contrast, pseudocapacitors, which
are also known as supercapacitors, involve fast and
reversible redox reaction on the surface/subsurface
of the electrodes. The pseudocapacitors have higher
energy density than EDLCs, which can go up to
1500 F g −1 [43]. Chen et al. have reported supercapacitors with an energy density of 138 F g −1, fabricated using an inkjet printer [44].
3)	
Battery: Batteries charge and discharge electricity
through chemical reactions. Rechargeable (secondary) batteries are usually needed for energy-harvesting
applications. Since they involve chemical reactions,
it requires relatively long charge/discharge time in
the order of a few minutes to a few hours. A variety
of materials such as nickel cadmium and lithium ion
can be used as electrolytes, but for printed batteries, a
zinc polymer is typically used because of its low toxicity, thin form factor, and low cost [45]. Their energy
density can be 100 W h L −1to 300 W h L −1.

V. A DDI T I V ELY M A N U FAC T U R ED R F
PA S SI V E COM P ON EN TS A N D
PACK AGI NG ST RUC T U R E S
With the emergence of mm-wave wireless technology for 5G
and automotive radar applications, focus is being placed on
both the miniaturization and highly efficient integration of
interconnects, sensors, and passive components for mm‑wave
systems. All of these considerations are also key for future
printed IoT and 5G motes. In order to realize these systems,
SoP design schemes are of interest in fully integrated 3-D RF
topologies for the reduction of loss between mm-wave components in a fully integrated wireless topology. Current mm‑wave
systems use common industry-standard interconnection solutions, such as wire bonding and flip-chip techniques. Though
well established in the field of low-cost microelectronic packaging, wire bonding has the potential to yield high parasitic
inductance requiring additional passive component compensation in the high mm-wave regime [46]. Flip-chip techniques
reduce interconnection length and parasitics yet are often
victim to high sensitivity to coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch and detuning from the close proximity of active circuitry to peripheral packaging interconnects

[47]. Moreover, such techniques are incompatible with fully
printed systems fabrication. Similarly, realization of a lowcost, miniaturized SoP design would require the efficient
design and integration of different RF components using
AMTs. This section highlights some of the ground-breaking
work in design of interconnects, passive components, flexible
components, and IC encapsulation methods for SoP solutions
using AMTs. These techniques, even though often applied as
a complement to traditional packaging approaches, are now
providing an essential set of tools for the fabrication of future
fully printed IoT and 5G motes.

A. Inkjet-Printed Interconnects
Interconnects create an electrical pathway between
one or more layers of a multilayer electrical and the RF
structure and play a vital role in the fabrication of lowcost, compact, and highly dense multilayer IoT, SS, and
5G nodes. They can be divided into three categories:
through-hole vias, buried vias, and blind vias. Throughhole vias connect all the layers and are exposed at both the
top and bottom; buried vias are not exposed on either side
and connect intermediate layers; while blind vias connect
some layers that are exposed on only one side. However,
vias can introduce parasitic inductance and capacitance,
thereby affecting the overall performance of the device.
Moreover, the design is further complicated for flexible
structures where the vias can crack under bending and
create unwanted local reflections and standing waves.
Therefore, efficient interconnect/via design is essential for
high-performance RF circuits and components. In this section, we present some state-of-the-art techniques to realize
additively manufactured interconnects. Typically, vias are
formed by physically etching the substrate and filling the
holes using inkjet printing or conductive epoxy to create
an electrical short between layers. However, this approach
is problematic as it complicates the alignment process and
the via dimensions would depend on the etching mechanism. While drilling is a simpler and much cheaper option
as compared to liftoff or other subtractive processes, it is
inefficient and further complicates both alignment and
printing operations. On the other hand, via realization is
relatively simple for both thick and thin substrates using
AMTs such as inkjet printing because it directly prints on
the substrate to create vias and/or metallize via sidewalls.
Previously, various techniques have been used to realize
microvias. These include etching the substrate with a laser
[49], using inkjet printing to dispense droplets of ethanol
ink to create a crater-like structure [50], or printing the via
itself in a layer-by-layer fashion [51]. Later, the via sidewalls
are inkjet printed with conductive ink for metallization
and create an electrical short between the layers. In [52], a
stepped via approach was used to realize vias on relatively
thick substrates with a diameter of 2 mm and conductivity
of 7 . 4 ± 2Ω.
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The first-of-its-kind fully inkjet-printed multilayer
“drill-less” vias and “through-substrate” conductive traces
are presented in [48]. These use the porosity of the normal
(110-μm-thick) cellulose paper to absorb the conductive
ink into the substrate and create an electrical short within
the fabric of the paper. It was shown in [48] that the SNP
ink goes through almost half the thickness of the cellulose
paper when ten or more layers of SNP ink were printed on
one side of the paper. Hence, “drill-less” vias were realized
by printing ten layers of conductive SNP ink on both sides
of the paper and curing it for 2 h at 150 °C. The crosssectional view and surface profile of cellulose paper for different numbers of SNP layers is shown in Fig. 8, while the
direct current (dc) resistance of “drill-less” vias for different numbers of layers is given in Fig. 9. In order to verify
the performance of the inkjet-printed vias under bending, a fully inkjet-printed substrate integrated waveguide
(SIW) was fabricated on cellulose paper, as shown in Fig.
10, and bent at different radii of curvature. It appeared that
the performance of the SIW was not significantly affected
under bending, as shown in Fig. 11. This was attributed to
the fiber-like bulk structure of the printed silver within the
paper, which tends to have the capability to accommodate
for a large amount of stress without breaking.

Fig. 9. Average value and standard deviation of dc resistance of
multilayer vias on cellulose paper.

Moreover, exploiting the robust nature of inkjet-printing
technology for electronic fabrication, mm-wave interconnects can be designed and implemented through additive
means to realize flexible, efficient, and highly integrated
wireless systems. Unlike traditional wire bond and flip-chip
interconnect technologies, inkjet printing is able to directly
fabricate canonical transmission line structures within a
wireless package to interface IC dies, passives, sensors, and
other desired peripherals [53]. Fig. 12 graphically outlines
the typical stackup of an inkjet-printed 3-D mm-wave interconnect. First, a die is attached to a packaging substrate with
a printed adhesive ink material. Once the die is adhered,
dielectric ramps are inkjet printed with a thick dielectric
ink in order to bridge the top of the IC die to the packaging substrate below. Finally, conductive ink is printed to pattern low-loss coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission lines,
to route the mm-wave signals from the die to any desired
peripherals in/on the package.
The components of this fully printed packaging solution
are realized with both dielectric SU-8 epoxy-based and SNPbased inks to pattern dielectric ramps and attach structures
along with metallic transmission lines, respectively. Images
and measurements of these printed 3-D interconnects are

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional view and surface profile of 1-mm-wide inkjetprinted lines with SNP ink for different number of layers [48].
(a) 1 layer cross sectional view. (b) 1 layer surface profile. (c) 5 layers
cross sectional view. (d) 5 layers surface profile. (e) 10 layers cross
sectional view. (f) 10 layers surface profile.
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Fig. 10. Exploded view of fully inkjet-printed SIW [48].
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Fig. 11. Variation in measured S-parameters of the inkjet-printed SIW
prototype with solid sidewalls for different radii of curvature [48].

shown in Fig. 13. Measurements of the printed samples yield
an insertion loss at 40 GHz of 0.6–0.8 dB/mm with a matching below −10 dB across the measured band. Inductance is
measured to be 0.4–0.5 nH/mm, yielding half of what is typically achieved through standard wire bond techniques [54].
This demonstration of inkjet-printed mm-wave 3-D interconnects highlights the capabilities of this rapid prototyping
technology for wireless SoP solutions in the emerging field
of highly integrated mm-wave systems.

B. Inkjet-Printed Passive Components
Passive components are integral pieces to any RF system, being extensively utilized for matching networks,
filters, signal tuning, and noise reduction. In order to
avoid high-profile, rigid lumped components and eventually enable the advent of fully printed systems, inkjet
printing is used to realize capacitive and inductive RF
structures to enable low-profile and flexible systems in an
efficient additive fashion. The fundamental metal–insulator–
metal (MIM) capacitor is a well-established RF passive
component in inkjet-printing technology realized by the
multilayer printing of silver nanoparticle and thin polymer
dielectric inks, yielding high per-unit-area capacitance and
a self-resonant frequency (SRF) above 1 GHz [8]. Multiturn
spiral inductors are realized through the integration of silver nanoparticle and thick dielectric inks for spiral patterning and additive via patterning, respectively, yielding high
per-unit-area inductance, quality factors (Q) exceeding 20,
and an SRF above 1 GHz [8].

Fig. 12. Graphical stackup of inkjet-printed 3-D interconnects for
mm-wave systems [53].

Fig. 13. (a)Ð(b) Micrographs of inkjet-printed 3-D mm-wave
interconnects. (c) Insertion loss of fabricated CPW transmission
lines from die to packaging substrate [53].

Taking advantage of the multilayer nature of inkjet-
printing fabrication, complex passive structures typically
requiring multiple laminate substrates are realized using a
single host substrate with conductive and insulating inks. An
example of these methods is highlighted in the demonstration
of a fully inkjet-printed 3-D transformer balun [55]. The transformer design, shown in Fig. 14(a), consists of a center-tapped
three-turn primary coil in parallel with a two-turn secondary
coil, a topology typically used to increase power transfer efficiency in practical consumer applications. As highlighted in
Fig. 14(b), the transformer design consists of five distinct layers, all patterned on a flexible LCP substrate. These layers are
realized with silver nanoparticle-based ink for the conductive
traces and SU-8 epoxy-based ink to pattern the thick dielectric
bridges for multilayer signal routing. The fully inkjet-printed
five-layer balun transformer is shown in Fig. 14(c), demonstrating a fully printed highly complex RF passive component
fabricated on a flexible RF substrate for rollable, conformable,
and fully additively manufactured, RF systems.
In addition to the capability of multilayer fabrication,
another enabling aspect of inkjet-printing process for passive components fabrication is the freedom to print RF
structures on virtually any host substrate. On-silicon passives, specifically capacitors, are useful in decoupling
circuits for the suppression of noise in mixed-signal circuit
technology. Utilizing both thin and thick dielectric inks with
metallic inks, fully inkjet-printed multilayer MIM capacitor structures are fabricated directly onto a host silicon
substrate [56]. Fig. 15 shows the 3-D material stackup,
printed sample, and measurement setup environment for
a fully inkjet-printed on-silicon MIM RF capacitor. First, a
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capacitance of 33 pF mm −2, a maximum Q of 25, and an SRF
at 1.2 GHz, measurements that exceed current state-of-theart inkjet-printed passives even while operating on a lossy
silicon host substrate. The additive and postprocess aspects
of these passive components allow for the miniaturization
and increased system-level integration of wireless RF and
microwave devices from a SoP design solution standpoint,
as well as the prospect of fully additively manufactured mmwave systems and components.

C. Stretchable Electronics

Fig. 14. Fully inkjet-printed multilayer balun transformer: (a)
model; (b) 3-D stackup; and (c) sample [55].

thick (20 μ m) passivation film is patterned using an SU-8
epoxy-based ink in order to provide isolation from the lossy
silicon below the desired passive. Next, the MIM topology
is fabricated using a silver-nanoparticle-based ink for the
circular plate electrodes and a poly (4-vinylphenol) (PVPh)based ink for the thin (1.6–1.8 μ m) insulating dielectric.
This fully printed on-silicon passive yields a per-unit-area

Fig. 15. Fully inkjet-printed on-silicon MIM capacitor: (a) model;
(b) 3-D stackup; (c) sample; and (d) measurement setup [56].
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Whereas most AM designs may require minor modifications to conform to complex topologies, stretchable electronics allow for the fabrication of RF designs, which can
more easily conform to unique and dynamic surfaces such as
high curvature profiles on rigid materials or fabrics, ideal for
wearable RF devices, smart skins, and IoT. A consequence
of stretching is the deformation of size controlled devices,
with microstrip lines, antennas, and dielectrics dynamically
changing in widths and thickness. These new constraints
lead to uniquely challenging design approaches, which may
accommodate for these variations. A common dielectric
material for RF stretchable structures is silicone, due to its
compatibility with biological bodies.
There are multiple ways to approach stretchable RF
electronics. A common methodology is to employ traditional metal films that are formed in spring-like structures
that deform in order to expand as the base substrate is
stretched. This allows for controlled conductor widths, as
the spring-like pattern does not stretch but rather flexes,
which may lead to more predictable RF designs, but may
cause the structure to lift or tilt out-of-plane in relation to
the substrate [57]. Alternatively, liquid–metal alloys, often
partially consisting of gallium, can be used in conjunction
with inkjet-/3D-printed microfluidic channels to enable
stretchable designs. Recent advancements have allowed
the photolithography-compatible fabrication of stretchable circuits which utilize biphasic solid–liquid thin metal
films that enable the fabrication of layers that are as thin as
60 nm [58]. Stretchable inkjet-/3D-printable electrically
conductive adhesives (ECAs), often based on a epoxy polymer
matrices with silver fillers, also offer an appealing option. A
remarkably high-performance silicone-based ECA, utilizing
silver flakes and a silicone filler, has been reported in [59].
Its remarkable properties are the product of a weaker curing
shrinkage compared to epoxy-based ECAs, which allows this
silver-flake-based ink to crosslink with the silicone substrate
while avoiding delamination during the postcuring process.
The material can be direct printed, enabling compatibility
with FDM/direct-write 3-D printers.
While traditional consumer level FDM printing utilizes
the process of extruding pastes through commercial syringe
needles, with diameters of ~150–200 μm (corresponding to
approximately 27–30 gauge needles), flow control can become
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Fig. 16. Three-dimensional-printed RF hand gesture sensor with
silo-ECA on silicone [60].

an issue due to the internal pressures and lack of valves at
the needle tip. High-resolution 3-D FDM and direct printing
of metal pastes can be achieved utilizing an nScrypt printer,
which contains a unique dispensing system capable of printing
pastes from 1 to 1 000 000 centipoise (cP) with a minimum feature size of 12.5 μ m. These feature sizes and repeatable fabrication processes were utilized to fabricate a 3-D-printed wireless
hand gesture sensor. The hand gesture sensor uses a silicone
dielectric, with the nScrypt used to direct print the silo-ECA
onto the substrate. The design consists of four spiral resonators
operating in the 2.2–3-GHz range, with the resonant frequencies of the resonators separated by 200 MHz from one another,
as shown in Fig. 16. With the resonators laid out such that the
spacing between them is similar to the spaces between fingers,
the resonators fluctuate in operational frequency based off the
stretching of the resonators and the change in the coupling
gap, leading to the ability to sense strain in a multibit chipless
RFID manner.

relatively wider range of operational frequency as compared
to other methods mentioned earlier. That is why they have
found many applications in space [69], biomedical [70], and
deployable mechanical structures [71].
However, the implementation of flexible conductive
traces is the key to additively realizing such “shape-shifting”
4-D-printed structures. This can be achieved by using either
flexible conductors, custom-made substrates such as cellulose nanofiber paper [72], or using special structures along
the bends, as mentioned earlier in this section. A novel
design to realize a fully inkjet-printed tunable frequency
selective surface (FSS) using a traditional Miura structure is
shown in Fig 17(a). The geometry of a typical Miura unit cell
is shown in Fig 17 and is completely defined by two angles
(θand β) and two lengths (l1  , l2). A simple dipole-based
FSS is employed in this effort for proof-of-concept demonstration using inkjet-printing technology. The structure
was realized by first printing Miura folding pattern on
110-μm-thick cellulose paper using perforations. The dipole
patterns were then printed on the mountain fold of the
Miura as shown in Fig. 17 using the technique outlined in
[48]. Finally, the mountains and valleys were formed by
folding the paper along the perforations. The simulated and
measured results for variation in operational frequency with
respect to changes in angle θare shown in Fig. 18. A detailed

D. “Shape Changing”/Morphing (4-D-Printed) RF
Structures
One of the key drawbacks of conventional RF structures
is that they are unable to reconfigure their mechanical, RF,
and electrical properties with respect to changes in their
ambient environment. That is why most of the RF passive
components such as antennas, filters, etc., can only operate within the designed frequency bandwidth for a particular application. However, the number of RF components
as well as the overall size of the system can be drastically
reduced using reconfigurable and tunable RF structures.
Traditionally, this can be achieved by using varactors [61],
[62] (FSS), diodes or using special types of substrates such
as liquid crystals [63]–[65], or ferrites [66] which can produce a 15%–20% frequency shift by changing their properties using external excitation.
Alternatively, the RF characteristics can be varied by
using “shape-changing” 4-D-printed RF structures that
change/morph their behavior on demand when actuated.
A recent example of such structures is presented in [68]
which uses an origami inspired reconfigurable antenna
that changes its resonance frequency by mechanically varying its height. The advantage of such antennas is that they
are extremely light weight, compact, and can be tuned to a

Fig. 17. (a) Photo of a fully inkjet-printed shape-changing FSS based
on the Miura origami structure on the flexible substrate. (b) Miura
unit cell [67].
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Fig. 18. Simulated and measured results for variation in
operational frequency of the inkjet-printed Miura FSS with change
in angle θ .

analysis of Miura kinematics and its response to different
design parameters will be outlined in future work.

E. Additively Manufactured RF Sensing Elements for
IoT and 5G Motes
The potential to provide low-cost RF motes for ubiquitous sensing in the IoT, remains one of the main (if not the
most prominent) appeals of additively manufactured RFID
systems. In order for this vision to become reality, most or all
of the components of such systems would need to be additively manufactured, therefore providing unprecedented
cost efficiency. One of these essential components is, of
course, the sensing element. In this section, recent advances
and trends in the development of AM-compatible sensing
components will be presented. The next sections will cover,
consecutively and respectively, the fields of chemical-based
sensors and that of permittivity-based microfluidic sensors.
1)	
Chemical Sensors: Current film-based electrical gas
sensing elements usually rely on two distinct structures. On the one hand, amperometric and potentiometric elements rely, respectively, on the current
produced by an ongoing chemical reaction [81] or
the equilibrium electrochemical potential of a cell
[82] for sensing. On the other hand, resistometric/
conductometric/impedometric (RCI) sensors use
the changes in impedance of a sensing film in order
to signal the presence of an analyte.

From a fabrication and materials standpoint, these categories have a small but significant difference: amperometric
and potentiometric sensors require the use of an ionic bridge
between the electrodes, either in the form of a gel or of a
liquid solution. If the chemical sensor is placed into a liquid
phase environment, the liquid can act as that ionic bridge.
For this reason, these types of sensors are extremely well
suited to liquid phase sensing, and have, as a consequence
been demonstrated in numerous reports (targeting a range of
analytes that is too broad to list in this section) for this purpose. In this context, their structure is extremely compatible
for fabrication with AMTs, as coplanar printed electrodes
(which might be subsequently surface functionalized) comprise the entirety of the structure. In gas media, however, the
structure requires a carefully packaged electrolyte (usually a
gel) which adds a level of complexity to the fabrication process. As a consequence, examples of such printed structures
are exceedingly rare. Nevertheless, recent progress in the
AM of thin electrolytic materials [83], [84], motivated by
their advantages as gate dielectric material for printed transistors, are opening new opportunities within this field. Such
an implementation has even been reported as used as a component of a printed far field wireless sensing system [85].
Due to the lack of requirement for an ionic bridge,
and enabled by the rise of nanotechnologies and conductive polymers, RCI gas sensors have been the subject of a
very prolific area of scientific research. Most efforts rely
on metallic electrodes which are only connected by a film
of active material. While the traditional implementations
of such sensors, developed at Bell Labs in the 1950s [86],
relied on semiconductor crystals (heated at temperatures in
excess of 1000 °C) as their active material, current implementations have focused on films of nanostructured materials [such as a thin mats of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or
PEDOT:PSS] because of their extremely high surface area.
The focus on such materials, which can easily be extruded
or printed through thin nozzles, has given birth to a wide
range of high-performance gas sensors whose structures are
extremely well suited for AM.
For reference, Table 3 presents a shortlist of such state-ofthe-art sensors, their targeted analyte, sensing performance,
and active material. The advantages of the generation of RCI
described in the previous paragraph has led to their implementation into fully inkjet-/3D-printed wireless structures,
such as chipless RFIDs and passive RFID configurations, for
the detection of analytes such as NH3 [17], [22], [87], [88],

Table 3 List of Notable Resistometric Gas Sensors, and Their Sensing Materials and Performance
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Fig. 19. Flexible, fully inkjet-printed SWCNT-based IDE

Fig. 20. Equivalent circuit of the fully inkjet-printed sensing IDE

structure [90].

structure [90].

or humidity [89]. Nevertheless, such implementations have
mostly relied on holistic approaches to the system, without
describing (and, therefore, not relying upon) a detailed RF
characterization of the printed sensing component. Next
paragraph presents a rare example of such a fully printed
chemical (breath) sensor whose RF properties were carefully characterized.
In this effort [90], the authors characterized the properties of a fully inkjet-printed CNT-based breath sensor (shown
in Fig. 19), at frequencies ranging from 500 MHz to 2 GHz. A
lumped element model of the sensing element, based on electrical considerations of the interdigitated electrodes (IDEs)
and assumptions made on the properties of the CNT film, was
assumed and is shown in Fig. 20. The measurements before
and after a sensing event were fitted, using an optimization
on the component values, following a least square metric
upon the complex transmission and reflection coefficients.
The fitted component values of the model (shown in Table 4)
were extracted. In order to provide a higher accuracy of the
fitting, an additional component (a parallel capacitor) was
added to the preassumed RF model of the inkjet-printed CNT
film (shown in Fig. 20). The final results of this fitting process
provided a very accurate model, displaying less than –30-dB
relative maximum complex distance between measured and
fitted S-parameters over the entire frequency band. Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 4, the model only showed, upon
sensing, variations of the components associated with the
reactive CNT film (intrinsic), and not those associated with
the electrode structure (extrinsic), and therefore confirmed
the adequacy of the assumed lumped element model.
Additively manufactured RF chemical sensors feature a
number of properties which are opening a promising future

toward their integration as sensing elements for fully printed
motes of the IoT and 5G networks. First, their ease of fabrication with AMTs, coupled with the forecasted decrease in
the cost of nanomaterials, is a strong positive sign toward
their ability to provide low-cost solutions for the devices and
modules envisioned in this paper. Furthermore, their high
sensitivity toward numerous analytes, ranging from byproducts of food rotting processes (such as NH3), to chemical
warfare agents [91], is also making a strong case for their
future integration into high-performance wireless chemical
sensing systems. Finally, as shown previously, such sensors
have been demonstrated and characterized in RF configurations, therefore demonstrating their potential for optimal
RF integration on virtually any substrate.
2)	
Microfluidic Sensors: Microfludics refer to the
techniques and structures that are used to control extremely small quantities of liquids, and is
widely used in manufacturing control, biomedical sensing, chemical assay, and IoT applications
[92], [93]. Being “micro” (i.e., compact in size) in
nature, microfludic structures can be easily embedded into various devices, including electronic/RF
devices. Therefore, microfluidics can naturally provide application in both tunable RF electronics [16],
[94]–[98] and wearable sensors [93], [99]–[102].
One major application of microfluidic RF sensors is realtime biomedical monitoring. With the growing and ageing
of the global population, remote biomonitoring, powered by
wireless sensors and IoT system, is overtaking the traditional
hospital-focused model [103], as a way to enable real-time
patient-progress tracking without disrupting the patient’s
regular life. The real-time monitoring of bodily fluids, such

Table 4 Optimized Component Values of the Equivalent Circuit in Initial and Detection States, and Their Relative Variations [90]
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Table 5 Permittivity of Different Fluids/Air at Around 3 GHz and
300 K [31], [106], [107]

as tears, sweat, urine, and blood, performed by patients
themselves or by medical centers, could be an excellent way
to track patient health status and alert patients in time to
prevent any life-threatening situations. In this background,
micro-total-analysis (μTAS) or lab-on-a-chip (LOC) [104] as
well as microfluidics are naturally becoming important technical tools to realize the desirable RF wearable sensors [105].
As common liquids in natural environments feature a
wide permittivity distribution at microwave frequencies
[31], [107], [108], as shown in Table 5, fully printable RF
structures that are sensitive to permittivity variance, such as
a gap with strong E-field, can work effectively in sensing the
permittivity inside the channel. The permittivity values contain information including but not limited to mixing ratios,
concentration, pureness, and temperature. Therefore, if a
device can detect small changes in the permittivity values
of a liquid solution, a significant amount of information can
be deduced from it. One effective and straightforward way
to read this permittivity information is to overlay a microfluidic channel on top of a gap so that the capacitance of the
gap is modulated by the permittivity of the liquid inside the
channel [16], [95], [100], [101]. Embedding the microfluidics channel into the substrate to change its effective permittivity and thus modify the electrical length [96] or the
characteristic impedance [102] is another viable approach.
Changes such as capacitance variations can be utilized to
tune the performance of the microwave structure in the
form of detectable shifted resonant frequencies. An overall
block diagram of the sensing mechanism is shown in Fig. 21.
Besides permittivity, conductivity or resistance of the liquid
is another major parameter typically used in fluid sensing,
especially for applications such as salts solution concentration monitoring.

Fig. 21. Sensing mechanism of microfluidic permittivity-based sensors.
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Fig. 22. Additively manufactured ªpeel-and-replaceº microfluidic
sensor prototype [100].

High-Q microwave resonators are largely used in permittivity-based sensors because their bandstop feature is
easy to detect with a radio system or portable vector network analyzer (VNA). One example of the aforementioned
microfluidic sensor can be found in Fig. 22, which is an
additively manufactured microfluidics-based flexible RF
sensor, potentially enabling “real-world” wearable “smart
skin” applications.
A dual-spiral-shaped slot resonator is embedded into the
two ground planes of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) with a
microfluidic channel embedded in one slot of the resonator.
The sensor utilizes two separate parts: a microwave structure and a microfluidic channel. With a reversible sealing,
the sensor can be simply “peeled” and “replaced,” which
facilitates a very wide sensing range by using a microfluidic
part consisting of a small-size channel, and a better sensitivity while dealing with low permittivity fluids by replacing
it with a larger size channel. With inkjet printing allowing
the use of flexible substrates, the sensor features an excellent flexibility, to facilitate wearing scenario such as shown
in the inserted photo in Fig. 23(a). Using this proof-ofconcept microfluidic channel, seven different fluids were
used to measure the sensitivity of the prototype, as shown in
Fig. 23(a) and (b), and an overall sensitivity of 24%/  log (ϵr)
was observed, which is superior compared to other microfluidics sensors. In Fig. 23(b), the insertion loss measurement of different mixture ratio can be clearly differentiated.
This sensor is fabricated additively and cost-effectively by
combining inkjet-printing silver and dielectrics patterning
using soft lithography.
While the first microfluidic prototype was fabricated
by photolithography, a conventional planar manufacturing
technique that is generally expensive and environmentally
unfriendly, Whitesides [110]–[112] reported the successful lower cost fabrication of flexible microfluidics using
the soft-lithography technique. Recent years have also
witnessed an increasing number of AM approaches being
proposed to address these issues. Inkjet printing has been
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Fig. 24. Cross-sectional SEM images of a proof-of-concept fully
inkjet-printed microfluidic channel prototype [109].

Inkjet-printing technology is excellent for microfluidic
sensors, as it can accomplish both tasks of effectively
realizing below 20-

μ
m features, commonly required in
microfluidic channels, while allowing metallization with

Fig. 23. (a) Measured and simulated values of the resonant
frequency shift for different relative permittivity fluids in the
channel of the additively manufactured RF sensor prototype in
Fig. 27, demonstrating a logarithmic linearity of sensitivity with an
inserted photo of wearing the sensor on the wrist. (b) Measured
S21 magnitude values for glycerolÐwater mixtures with different
mixing ratios in the channel, verifying the capability to clearly
distinguish mixtures with different mix ratios [100].

recently introduced in the microfluidics fabrication process [93], [113], and the first fully inkjet-printed microfluidics sensor was presented [102], [109], demonstrating a very
attractive minimal channel cross-section area of 38 μ m 2
and a great integration with microwave sensors. The crosssection SEM image is presented in Fig. 24, which shows a
well-controlled miniaturized channel cross section and the
typical arch top of inkjet-printed microfluidic channels.
Fig. 25(a) is an example of a fully inkjet-printed microfluidics sensor using a stepped impedance low-pass filter. The
microfluidic channel is embedded beneath high-impedance
segments to tune the impedance of the microstrip line, as
illustrated in the inserted figure in Fig. 25(b). Therefore,
the permittivity variation of the liquid inside the channel
changes the attenuation of this filter, as shown in Fig. 25(b).

Fig. 25. (a) Photo of a fully inkjet-printed low-pass filter-based
microfluidics sensor prototype with an inserted magnified view of the
zone within the rectangle. (b) Measured S21 of the sensor in (a) when
different fluids are fed to the channel as well as for an empty channel
along with the simulated attenuation for an empty channel with an
inserted photo of the equivalent circuit of the cross section of the
fully inkjet-printed liquid-reconfigurable microstrip line. The variable
capacitance and conductance stems from the varying permittivity of
the liquid inside the printed microfluidics channel [102].
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precise patterns using a single platform [16], [102], [109].
Moreover, inkjet-printing techniques are known for excellent flexibility and large-area scalability. Other AM techniques, such as 3-D printing and screen printing, also have
been involved in fabricating microfluidic-based sensors and
electronics [98], [99], [114], [115].

V I. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated various examples of additively manufactured RF components and topologies operating
from the RFID up to the millimeter-wave frequency range. The
recent explosion in interest for these technologies has triggered
a rapid rise in the maturity and efficiency of AM tools and techniques, such as inkjet and 3-D printing, to the point of enabling
their emerging industrial uses. As we have shown, this rise in
maturity has provided a new framework within which the RF
research community has been able to imagine and demonstrate
entirely printed low-cost chipless motes, as well as all of the
individual components required for the birth of low-cost and
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